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Systematic manipulation of the surface conductivity of SmB6
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We show that the resistivity plateau of SmB6 at low temperature, typically taken as a hallmark of its conducting
surface state, can systematically be influenced by different surface treatments. We investigate the effect of
inflicting an increasing number of handmade scratches and microscopically defined focused ion beam-cut
trenches on the surfaces of flux-grown Sm1−xGdxB6 with x = 0 and 0.0002. Both treatments increase the
resistance of the low-temperature plateau, whereas the bulk resistance at higher temperatures largely remains
unaffected. Notably, the temperature at which the resistance deviates from the thermally activated behavior
decreases with cumulative surface damage. These features are more pronounced for the focused ion beam treated
samples, with the difference likely being related to the absence of microscopic defects such as subsurface cracks.
Therefore, our method presents a systematic way of controlling the surface conductance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the proposed topological Kondo
insulator SmB6 has seen a surge of research interest [1]
despite its more than half-a-century-old history [2,3]. This
interest stems from a combination of complex correlated elec-
tron physics and the proposed topologically nontrivial surface
states resulting from spin-orbit-driven band inversion in the
bulk [4–6].

Irrespective of the direct involvement of the surface in the
topical physics, relatively little is known about its properties.
While the bulk of SmB6 is known for its intermediate and
temperature-dependent Sm valence of approximately 2.6 at
low temperature [2,7–10], the valence at the surface appears
to be closer to 3+ [9,10]. This change in valence could be
related to the formation of Sm2O3 near the surface, resulting
from an oxidation of the near-surface Sm. A changed surface
chemistry may also shift the chemical potential at the surface
[11] and may lead to time-dependent surface properties [12].
Consequently, in numerous studies relying on highly surface-
sensitive techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy (STM and STS) [13–19] and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [20–26], SmB6 sur-
faces were prepared by in situ cleaving in ultrahigh vacuum
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(UHV) conditions. However, SmB6 is difficult to break, and
surfaces perpendicular to the main crystallographic axes of
the cubic structure (space group Pm3̄m) are polar in nature,
often giving rise to (2 × 1) reconstructed surfaces. Notably,
even cleaved surfaces may exhibit valence inhomogeneities
[27] and band-bending effects [26,28,29].

Also for cases of less surface-sensitive techniques, such
as resistivity measurements, surfaces often need to be pre-
pared, e.g., by polishing or etching (see, e.g., Refs. [30–38]).
However, such surface preparation may influence the surface
itself, e.g., by disrupting the crystal structure at the surface,
introducing impurities, or, again, changing the Sm valence.
One particularly interesting example here is the creation of
so-called subsurface cracks by rough polishing [39]. These
subsurface cracks constitute additional surfaces with their
own surface states, which conduct in parallel to the actual
sample surface. Hence, care has to be taken when comparing
different results since differences in the applied surface prepa-
ration procedure may result in differences in the measured
properties. To make things more complicated, there can also
be differences between samples grown by either the floating
zone or Al flux technique, not only intrinsically [38,40–43]
but also with respect to the impact of surface preparation as
shown exemplary for etched surfaces [38].

We here apply a systematic way of manipulating the
sample surface by utilizing a focused ion beam (FIB),
complemented by a rather crude surface scratching. The
low-temperature resistivity plateau of our flux-grown SmB6

samples, typically taken as a hallmark of the conducting sur-
face state, can be influenced considerably, yet consistently, by
both surface treatments, indicating impaired surface states. As
expected, the thermally activated transport across the bulk gap
is not affected significantly by the surface treatments.
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FIG. 1. Images of two exemplary SmB6 samples. (a) Optical
microscopy image of a surface with scratches between the glued-on
contacts. The scratches inflicted in the first (1) and second (2) run are
marked by arrows. (b) Optical image of a sample with lines cut by
FIB (after six runs) and with contacts attached.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples Sm1−xGdxB6 used in this study were grown
by the Al flux technique [44] with a Gd content of
x = 0 and 0.0002. The tiny amount of Gd for the latter sam-
ples was confirmed by magnetic susceptibility measurements.
It allowed electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements,
which will be reported elsewhere [45]. We did not observe
any noticeable differences in the here reported properties
of samples with x = 0 and 0.0002. Therefore, we concen-
trate in the following on samples x = 0.0002 which were
studied more extensively. Energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy conducted within our FIB equipment at pres-
sures in the 10−6 mbar range did not show any elements other
than Sm, B, O, and Al, with Gd being below the detection
limit. Upon using the FIB to remove a layer of a few μm
thickness, the Al signal is no longer detectable within these
sputtered areas.

As a crude way of disrupting the surface we cut lines by
means of a diamond scribe. Because of the hardness of SmB6,
considerable force had to be applied to inflict the line damage
to the sample surface as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this example,
the first scratch (marked by an arrow and a number) was only
applied to the front surface. In a second step, more scratches
were applied, and all scratches now cover also the back and
side surfaces to form closed rings approximately perpendic-
ular to the long sample axis. In a third step, the scratches
were deepened by applying more force to the diamond scribe.
Figure 1(a) was taken subsequent to the second scratching and
with contacts for resistance measurements attached.

In an effort to structure the surfaces of our samples in a
much more systematic and controlled fashion, we utilized a

FIG. 2. SEM images of an SmB6 sample after FIB cutting an
increasing number of lines. Shown are examples after FIB runs F2,
F6, F7, and F9. The dark patches at the centers of F2 and F9 are
residue of paraffin used for fixing the sample. All scale bars: 500 μm.

FIB. Trenches of about 7–10 μm in depth were cut by Xe
ions at beam currents of 500 nA with an acceleration voltage
of 30 kV in consecutive runs. In a first run (denoted F1 in the
following), a single line is cut across the middle of the sample,
dividing the surface in two parts. In a second run (F2), each
half is subdivided into two fields of similar size by cutting
a line perpendicular to the first one; the resulting crossed
lines are seen in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image F2 in Fig. 2. In subsequent runs, the number of lines
is about doubled in each direction by cutting additional lines
approximately parallel to the already existing ones. The re-
sulting grids of FIB-cut lines after selected runs are presented
in Fig. 2. In the case of this particular sample, during runs
F1–F6 cuts were inflicted only on the front and back surface
(the front surface is seen in F6 and F9 in Fig. 2). Run F7 was
used to transfer the existing grid to all side surfaces (see F7
in Fig. 2). Consecutive runs F8 and F9 included the front and
back surfaces. After the final run (F9), this sample was FIB
cut to a minimum grid line distance of about 15 μm. We note
that this distance is still large compared to the effective carrier
mean free path � < 1 μm [45,46].

Resistance measurements were usually conducted after
some FIB runs or line scratches, using a physical property
measurement system (PPMS) by Quantum Design. In the case
of FIB-cut sample surfaces, van der Pauw-type measurements
were conducted. A sample (different from the one presented
in Fig. 2) after FIB run F6 with contacts attached is shown in
Fig. 1(b).

III. RESULTS

A. Sm1−xGdxB6 samples with scratched surfaces

Resistances of the sample shown in Fig. 1(a) before and
after inflicting an increasing number of scratches to the sample
surface are presented in Fig. 3(a). Clearly, the first scratch did
not significantly change the resistance, possibly because the
first scratch did not form a closed ring around the sample.
Consecutive scratches formed closed rings and introduced
resistance changes. These changes, however, are exclusively
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FIG. 3. (a) Double-logarithmic plot of the resistance of a
Sm1−xGdxB6 sample with x = 0.0002 before, and subsequent to,
an increasing number of scratches. After the third scratching, resis-
tances were measured through two sets of contacts, A and B. (b)
ln R vs 1/T representation of the intermediate-temperature data. The
magenta line illustrates thermally activated behavior, from which
R(T ) deviates at Tth (shown for the as-grown sample). (c) Derivative
of the low-T resistance as a function of temperature.

limited to the low-temperature regime, as shown in the dif-
ferent representations in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). This finding is in
agreement with the fact that the resistance at higher T reflects
bulk properties while the surface state dictates the resistance
behavior only at T below a few K. The bulk hybridiza-
tion gap � can be estimated from R(T ) ∝ exp(�/kBT ),
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Typically, for pure
[36,47] and slightly Gd-substituted [17,48] SmB6 two regimes
with different gap values are observed depending on the T
range considered. This also holds for our measurements with
�1 = 2.85(±0.07) meV and �2 = 5.3(±0.1) meV, indepen-
dent of the scratches [see Fig. 3(b)]. However, the scratches
do influence the lower bound Tth of the temperature range
within which R(T ) can be described by thermally activated
behavior [the latter is marked by a magenta line in Fig. 3(b)].
Obviously, there is a clear trend: The more pronounced the
scratches, the lower is Tth. We find for the as-grown sample
and after the first scratch Tth ≈ 7 K [see the arrow in Fig. 3(b)],
after the second scratching Tth ≈ 6.4 K, and Tth ≈ 6.1 K after
the third scratching. This trend is also seen in the derivative
dR/dT in Fig. 3(c). As outlined in Ref. [36], the thermally
activated behavior, i.e., the exponential increase of R(T ), is a
clear hallmark of the bulk resistance, which is superseded by
the additional surface component upon lowering T assuming
a parallel conductance model [31,33,49]. The low-T resis-
tance plateau indicates the presence of the surface states even
after scratching. Yet, based on the trend of Tth, the crossover
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FIG. 4. (a) Double-logarithmic plot of the resistivity ρ of
Sm1−xGdxB6 with x = 0.0002 before and after FIB cutting an in-
creasing number of lines (see Fig. 2). (b) ln ρ vs 1/T representation
of the intermediate-temperature data. (c) Low-T range of the deriva-
tive dρ/dT .

from bulk-dominated conductivity (roughly above 10 K) to
surface-dominated conductivity (below about 3 K) appears
to take place at a lower temperature. The increased value
of the low-T resistance plateau measured on the damaged
surfaces could be caused by either a decreased conductivity
of the intrinsic surface state or an additional damage layer
at the scratched areas below which the intrinsic surface state
reconstructs (or a combination thereof). However, the surface
state still develops and appears to govern the R(T ) below a
similar T ≈ 3 K at which the R(T ) slope no longer changes
[see Fig. 3(c)]. Here, we note that subsequent to the measure-
ment “3rd scratch A” the contacts were completely removed
and attached anew for measurement “B,” showing that the
contacts themselves have no significant influence on R(T ). In
particular, the difference of the R(T ) values at low T is less
than 7% (compared to the ∼20% change between the second
and third scratch).

B. FIB-cut trenches on sample surfaces

In order to manipulate the sample surface in a much more
controlled and systematic way, we also measured the resis-
tivity of FIB-treated samples as described above. Exemplary
resistivity data of a sample Sm1−xGdxB6 with x = 0.0002 are
given in Fig. 4(a) for an increasing number of FIB-cut lines on
its surfaces. We note that the contacts needed to be removed
before each subsequent FIB run. Although great care was
taken to reattach the contacts after the FIB run at the very same
positions, a marginal influence on the resistivity values cannot
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TABLE I. Fit parameters for the two thermally activated gaps of
the FIB-cut sample shown in Fig. 2, obtained from the resistivity data
of Fig. 4. The gap values � and the temperature ranges within which
the fits hold are given. d denotes the approximate distance between
FIB-cut lines (or the lines and the sample perimeter in the case
of F2).

Gap at lower T Gap at higher T

d �1 Tth Upper T �2 Fitted T range
Sample (μm) (meV) (K) (K) (meV) (K)

As grown 2.4 7.1 12.3 5.2 18.4–29.2
F2 700 2.4 6.3 12.3 5.2 18.7–29.4
F6 40 2.8 5.4 12.3 5.3 18.8–30.3
F9 15 2.9 5.1 12.4 5.4 18.6–29.4

Error ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.4 ±0.2 ±0.8

be excluded entirely. Due to the small size and position of
the contacts, there was no conducting path between contacts
uninterrupted by FIB-cut lines—even via side surfaces—after
FIB run F5 already [as can be inferred from Fig. 1(b) for the
second sample].

Already the first cross of FIB-cut lines (F2) increases the
ρ(T ) values within the plateau at low T compared to the
as-grown surface by more than 30%, which appears to be well
beyond the geometry inaccuracy. Interestingly, the reduction
of Tth after FIB run F2 is very similar to those after the
second and third scratch, i.e., for a comparable number of
lines and scratches. Upon increasing the FIB-cut line density,
the low-T resistivity increases further such that ρ(T ) of F9
at low temperature exceeds the value of the as-grown surface
by almost an order of magnitude. Just as pronounced is the
concomitant drop of Tth by 2 K from as grown to F9 (see
Table I). Most other parameters remain largely unaffected
by the FIB surface structuring, and only �1 appears to be
slightly modified. Nonetheless, the bulk sample properties re-
main essentially unaltered by the FIB treatment. Very similar
trends were observed on a second FIB-cut sample, shown
in Fig. 1(b).

The increased resistivities upon damaging the sample sur-
faces are in contrast to the observed decrease for substituted or
intentionally imperfect samples [17,50–54] or ion-irradiated
samples [55]. This might imply that our surface treatments by
FIB or scratching do not influence the surfaces on the whole,
but rather act on the surface states locally. On the other hand,
an increased slope of the low-T resistivity appears to generally
indicate a diminished surface state.

IV. DISCUSSION

In Ref. [39], the influence of subsurface cracks on the total
resistivity is discussed. Such subsurface cracks provide addi-
tional conduction channels, and a decreased low-T resistance
upon surface scratching was reported [39]. Subsurface cracks
could also be found below our scratched surface areas [see the
arrow marks in Fig. 5(a)]. We note that such subsurface cracks
could so far be found exclusively underneath the scratches,
presumably indicating that the unscratched sample regions
(including the pristine samples) are free of such subsurface

10 µm(c)

FIB cut

10 µm(b)

(scratched)

10 µm(a)

scratched

FIG. 5. Exemplary SEM images of (a) a sample cross section
underneath a scratched line. Cracks are marked by arrows. (b) Same
sample as in (a) but the cross section is taken at an area away from
any scratch. (c) Cross section surrounding a FIB-cut line.

cracks [Fig. 5(b)]. The subsurface cracks can be found down
to a few micrometers below the scratched surface. However,
in contrast to the earlier findings [39], the sample resistance
increases with scratching in our case [Fig. 3(a)]. Here, we
recall that our scratches encircle the whole surface without
leaving any possible current path on the surface untouched.
Therefore, our approach seems to emphasize the impact of the
surface conductance to the total sample resistance compared
to Corbino-type measurements [32,36,39]. We therefore infer
that the value of the low-T resistance plateau is the result
of two counteracting effects: While the subsurface cracks
lower this value by introducing additional conductance chan-
nels, the surface conductance itself is hampered due to
scratching, as also indicated by the lower Tth values. In this
respect, the intermediate- and high-temperature resistance
regime provides important hints of largely unchanged bulk
properties.

This picture is corroborated by the results of the FIB-cut
samples. Although the trenches inflicted by the FIB cut deeper
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into the sample (up to about 10 μm) compared to the scratches
(typically a few micrometers, with depths up to about 5 μm),
we so far did not find any indication of subsurface cracks
on FIB-treated samples [see the example in Fig. 5(c)]. The
material directly at the bottom of the FIB-cut trenches, and
to a lesser extent also at the sidewalls, is typically turned
amorphous to a depth of several tens of nanometers and, in
the case of preferential sputtering, nonstoichiometric [56].
Below this affected layer, the crystal structure is usually well
preserved, with only occasional lattice defects caused by the
ion bombardment. In this sense, the FIB treatment can be con-
sidered a controlled and systematic way of manipulating the
surface conductance. The low-T saturation of ρ(T ) [Fig. 4(a)]
indicates that the conducting surface layer, albeit possibly
encumbered, is still subsisting. We note that in one case we
also conducted an abrasion of the whole sample surface of
about 3 μm deep by rastering the entire sample surface with
the ion beam in a last run (i.e., after FIB cutting a line grid)
and still observed indications of the surface layer, in line
with Ref. [57]. This finding has an interesting consequence:
The above-mentioned amorphous layer then covers the whole
sample surface. Since this layer very likely prevents a
surface reconstruction from forming, we can in all likelihood
rule out a 2 × 1 surface reconstruction (as, e.g., observed in
some cases by STM [13,14,19]) causing the conducting sur-
face states. Also, the polarity change at the interface between
amorphous and crystalline SmB6 is certainly smaller com-
pared to a pure SmB6 surface. In consequence, all this makes
conducting surface states driven by a nontrivial topology of
the crystalline SmB6 more likely.

There are at least two contributions which may cause the
increase of ρ(T ) at low T upon FIB-cutting trenches: (i)
The surface state may be tampered with and (ii) the surface
area increases with the number of lines. The latter, however,
appears not to be a decisive factor as an increased ρ(T ) is
already observed for a small number of lines. As an example,
the surface area of surface F6 in Fig. 4 is less than doubled
compared to the as-grown one, but ρ(2 K) increased by a
factor of more than 5. This strong increase of ρ(T ) at low tem-
perature, along with the concomitantly lowered Tth (Table I)
as well as preliminary ESR results [45] suggest a reduction of
the contribution of the surface states to the sample conductiv-
ity, possibly due to an FIB-induced depletion of the surface
states. This might be related to a confinement of the surface

states. In addition, disorder effects (in the bulk or/and near
the surface due to our treatments) can be important in Kondo
insulators as disorder can greatly affect the hybridization gap
[58,59] and, in turn, the surface states. As one example, the
Sm valence near the surface can be modified [27,37], which
could introduce changes to the surface conductivity.

As mentioned above, it is unlikely, and also not seen in our
attempts, that the FIB treatment induces subsurface cracks.
On the other hand, similar to the case of scratched sample
surfaces, the surface state appears to be tampered with. There-
fore, one may speculate that the relatively small increase of
the low-T resistance for the scratched surfaces compared to
the FIB-treated ones is related to the subsurface cracks in the
former. Of course, the severity of the inflicted damage to the
respective surface may also differ.

V. CONCLUSION

We showed that introducing localized damage to the SmB6

surface by different treatments, such as mechanical surface
scratching and FIB-cut trenches, can alter the low-temperature
resistance plateau significantly. We find that the measured
low-temperature R value depends sensitively on the type of
surface treatment and the structural damage incurred. In our
cases, the bulk resistivity at higher temperatures remains
largely unchanged, and hence the ratio between the resistances
at high and at lowest temperature is not a good measure of the
sample quality. However, the low-temperature limit to which
the resistance follows a thermally activated behavior is found
to be related to the severity of damage inflicted to the surface.

More generally, the systematic and well-controlled surface
treatment by FIB as presented here may provide a path for
the modification and patterning of surface states as recently
suggested theoretically [60].
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